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i 
SUMMARY 
/N 
Initial performance s tudies  have been c a r r i e d  out on the 
U. T. I. A. S. high energy molecular beam facility. A mixture of 99. 0 mole 
percent helium and 1 mole percent a rgon  was expanded through a n  orifice 
into a high vacuum region. A conical sharp-edged s k i m m e r  was placed on 
the centre line of the expanding flow. A movable source  made it possible 
to vary  the source-sk immer  distance and investigate the effect of t h i s  
var iable  on tine flux and spatial  distribiution of the beam in  a coilimation 
chamber  downstream. In all cases,  the resul t ing beam was found to  be  en- 
r iched  i n  the heavier species  (argon). Collisions between the  light and 
heavy par t ic les  will tend to  yield a beam in argon which has  a directed vel- 
ocity approaching that of the helium. Some of the pa rame te r s  influencing 
the increase  in the mole fraction of a rgon  have been investigated. 
experimental  conditions used, r e su l t s  suggest that f r ee  molecular  flow of 
both gases  through the skimmer entrance is the condition for this  enr ich-  
ment to be a maximum. The radial  distribation of the beam at a fixed 
position downstream of the sk immer  was obtained using an  omegatron m a s s  
spec t rometer  as a detector connected to a t ravers ing impact probe. 
addition of helium to a pure argon flow was shown to have a marked collitma- 
tion effect on the argon. 
the collimation chamber  for  a 139 t o r r  and room tempera ture  source were  
found to be 90.4 mole percent helium and 9, 6 mole percent argon.  At the 
s a m e  position downstream of the sk immer  (46 inches), the cen t r e  line beam 
fluxes were 5 x 1013 and 4 . 7  x 1014 molecules/cm2 sec  for  the argon and 
helium respectively.  An attempt has been made to  co r re l a t e  the Mach Rum- 
b e r s  obtained from an analysis of the radial distribution of the molecular 
For  the 
* 
The 
The molar fluxes on the center  line of the beam in 
fluxes of each spec ies  with 
ed in the f r ee  jet expansion. 
the flow Mach numbers  which might be expect- w -- 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Attempts to  produce high energy (1 - 10ev) molecular and 
atomic beams have been initiated by the des i r e  of investigators to  study 
both gas-sur face  and gas-gas  interactions in this  energy range. 
range is intermediate between the low energy capabili t ies of the classical 
oven beam and the much higher energies attainable with present-day ion 
beam systems. 
This  
To a n  aerodynamicist, a facility capable of producing such 
an energetic molecular beam wi l l  permit  s e r ious  s tudies  of the type of gas- 
sur face  interactions experienced by a satellite in orb i t  about the ear th .  An 
accura te  measu re  of both the normal and tangential accommodation coeffic - 
ients for var ious surfaces ,  will s e r v e  to  predict  the d rag  forces  on a 
satellite and may eventually lead to a design which will enable them to  re- 
main in orbit  longer.  
The molecules and atoms of p r imary  interest  in such investi-  
gations a r e  those typically experienced by a satel l i te  at a n  altitude of be-  
tween one hundred and five hundred miles;  they are nitrogen, oxygen, hydro- 
gen and helium. 
the iner t  gases ,  since in doing so, the added complications of chemisorption 
at the surface are eliminated. The t e rm ''molecule" will be used throughout 
this  repor t  to descr ibe any particle being accelerated in the beam sys tem.  
Initially it is proposed that s tudies  be performed using 
The use of the skimmed exhaust f rom a supersonic nozzle 
for  the production of intense molecular beams with nar row energy spread  
was f i r s t  proposed by Kantrowitz and Grey  (Ref. 1). A beam obtained in  
th i s  manner f rom a heated source at 2000°K 
for the light gases  (helium and hydrogen) in the satel l i te  range (10 k m / s e c ) .  
T o  obtain beams of the s a m e  velocity fo r  the heavier (nitrogen, oxygen, 
a rgon)  gases ,  it has been proposed by Becker ,  Bier  and Burghoff (Ref. 2 )  
that  a seeding technique be used. 
will yield particle velocit ies 
A brief description of this  seeding technique is as follows. 
The initial mixture of seed (heavy spec ies )  gas  and c a r r i e r  (light spec ies )  
gas  is allowed to  expand in a free jet  into a region of low pressure .  The 
c o r e  of the je t  is then extracted by a conical sk immer  placed seve ra l  
nozzle diameters  downstream of the throat.  The beam is collimated at a 
position fur ther  downstream and then used for  the surface studies.  it is 
found that the collimated beam contains more  of the heavier species  than 
does the initial mixture.  This enrichment is believed to be due to Several  
factors ;  these include pressure  diffusion in the initial expansion, possible 
collisional effects in the transition portion of the flow ei ther  before o r  
a f te r  the skimming and differences in the mean thermal  velocities of the 
different spec ies  in the f r e e  molecular beam. The net resu l t  will be  a 
beam enriched in the heavier gas at  a par t ic le  velocity approaching that of 
the l ighter species .  
1 
c 
Energy augmentation for  a beam from a given source  tem-  
For this  reason,  a relatively s m a l l  amount of seed gas  is 
pera ture  will depend on how low the mean molecular weight of the mixture 
can  be made. 
used compared to the la rge  amount of c a r r i e r  gas .  
The facility a t  U. T. I. A. S. has  been designed for  source  
p r e s s u r e s  and temperatures  up to  1 atmosphere and 25000K respectively,  
although all of the  work reported he re  is fo r  the 139 t o r r  and 300°K source  
conditions. 
2. DESCRIPTION O F  EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
2 . 1  Description of Molecular Beam Facili ty 
A schematic view of the facility is provided in Fig.  2. 1-a, 
i l lustrating the three sections of pr imary  interest .  
photograph of the facility as i t  appears  at present.  
of the var ious components of the beam sys tem will now be presented.  
F igure  2.  1-b is a 
A detailed description 
2 . 1 .  1 Source Chamber and Gas  Introduction System 
The oven source  is located in  the pumping manifold of the 
U. T. I. A. S. low density wind tunnel. 
facility is given by Enkenhus (Ref. 3). 
Edwards model 18B3 oi l  booster  diffusion pumps represent  a pumping 
capacity of about 11,000 l i t r e s / s e c  for air. 
Kinney Model DVD- 141418 mechanical pumps placed in  paral le l .  
in the tunnel, for the . 031" diameter  nozzle with sou rce  stagnation 
p r e s s u r e  and temperature  of 139 t o r r  and 3000K respectively,  does not 
exceed 25  microns.  The source  itself cons is t s  of a s ta in less  steel tube 
of 1/8"  inside diameter with a . 031" hole dr i l led in the s ide of it. It is 
positioned in relation to the sk immer  by a t ravers ing  mechanism of th ree  
degrees  of translational freedom and one of rotation. Flexible s tee l  cables  
placed through the vacuum wall provide the driving mechanism. The oven 
ca r r i age  has  been designed to allow f o r  a l inear  expansion along the length 
of the tube. 
rhenium tubes wi l l  be used and a D. C.  e lectr ical  power supply has  been in- 
stalled to  ohmically heat the source to tempera tures  approaching 2500OK. 
A very  complete description of this  
It suffices to say  here  that its nine 
They are  backed by two 
P r e s s u r e  
This will be necessary  when heated sources  a r e  used. Tungsten- 
Gas from commerc ia l  supply bottles is introduced into the 
oven source  through a flow meter ing system. 
means of two Edwards type LB. 2A needle valves. 
of these a r e  slightly above atmospheric,  preventing the leakage of any 
impuri t ies  in from the outside. 
P o r t e r  Tri-f la t  variable area f low me te r s .  Downstream of the needle 
valves and flow meters ,  the two gases  (argon-helium) are mixed and pass -  
ed through a liquid nitrogen t r a p  for  purification and then into the oven 
tube. Stagnation p r e s s u r e s  a r e  measured with a Wallace and Tiernan type 
FA-160 gauge. 
Control is accomplished by 
P r e s s u r e s  upstream 
Flows a r e  measured  using F i sche r  and 
2 
2. 1. 2 Skimmer 
Sharp-edged sk immers  f o r  the cold source  (To = 300°K) 
beam have been made from b r a s s  and s ta inless  steel. 
orifice d iameters  as s m a l l  as .014” have been handworked under the micro-  
scope. All the cones have had external and internal half angles of 35 and 
25 degrees  respectively.  
Skimmers  with 
Success  in making a tungsten sk immer  for heated beams has  
Tungsten sprayed b r a s s  cones -have been dr i l led and then been real ized.  
etched to  give an  extremely sharp edge. The ratio of the rad ius  of the 
sk immer  edge to  that of the hole s i z e  has  been est imated to  be s m a l l e r  
than 0.01. 
2 .  1 . 3  Collimation Chamber 
The collimation chamber  provides a region in which the 
separat ion process  in the mixed beam may continue after the skimming 
p rocess  ( i f  densit ies remain  high enough),and as well, provides ample 
room for instrumentation with which to study the resul t ing molecular fluxes 
and velocity distributions. Attenuation by collisions with the background 
molecules is reduced to a negligible level  by using an NRC model HS 32- 
32, 000 fractionating oil diffusion pump. This  attains a p r e s s u r e  level 
typically of lO-%orr. Heater  operation at 16  KW with Narcoil-40 oil, 
gives (for air) a pumping speed g r e a t e r  than 30,000 l / s e c  in the range of 
to  6 x 10-4 t o r r .  The pump is operated untrapped so as to re ta in  the 
maximum pumping speed available. It was proposed that instead of using 
two such pumps with t raps ,  that a n  untrapped pump be used with a s m a l l  
trapping section added downstream to prevent the migration of oil mole- 
cu les  into the experimental  test section ( see  Fig.  2. 1-a). The s a m e  two 
Kinney type DVD-141418 mechanical pumps, as descr ibed above, a r e  used 
fo r  backing. At blank off, a p res su re  of 2 x t o r r  is readily obtainable 
and is the ultimate expected with the type of oil  used. The p r e s s u r e  in the 
chamber  is measured with a Consolidated Vacuum Corporation type 
GP4-100A cold cathode discharge gauge. 
2 .  1 . 4  Trapping Section 
The trapping section cons is t s  of a cannis ter  about 3 inches 
It is completely fabricated from s ta in less  in d iameter  and 6 inches long. 
s t ee l  pa r t s  with hel iarc  welded joints.  
screening holds a charge of molecular seive ma te r i a l ( l i nde  type 13x). 
The charge may be added through a conflat (double knife edge flanges with 
a soft copper gasket between) sealed port  on the side.  A valve in this  
sect ion is a l so  available for  pumping down when outgassing of the mater ia l  
is des i red .  The ent i re  assembly is bakeable to aid in the outgassing pro-  
c e s s .  The end plates a r e  used to  position two sma l l  s ta inless  s t ee l  tubes 
(. 040 inches in d iameter )  which provide the final collimation of the beam.  
Flexible bellows on ei ther  side of the cannister,as well as a spherically 
A concentric cylinder of copper 
3 
c 
sea ted  joint on one of the end plates,allow for an  accurate  alignment 
with the sk immer  orifice.  Motions a r e  imparted in the ver t ica l  and hori-  
zontal directions by micrometers .  A 3 inch diameter  gate valve between 
collimation and trapping sections can be used to  isolate one system from 
the other .  
2 .  1. 5 Experimental  T e s t  Section 
Since the emphasis  in the gas-surface interaction s tudies  
to be conducted is on u l t ra  c lean conditions, the experimental  test section 
must  be completely bakeable and capable of p r e s s u r e s  in the u l t ra  high 
vacuum range.  
s ec  get ter- ion ump is under construction, which should at ta in  vacua 
be t te r  than P r e s s u r e s  
of th i s  o rde r  a r e  desirable  in any ser ious  s tudies  to be made,since about 
twenty minutes a r e  required for mono-layer formation a f te r  ta rge t  clean- 
ing. The re  is also an advantage in beam detection since the ra t io  of beam 
signal to background noise is increased with lower background p res su re .  
The fact that  the experimental  t e s t  chamber  is completely separa te  from 
the remainder  of the apparatus,  allows different experiments  to  be pre-  
pared concurrently in separate  exchangeable t e s t  chambers .  
A bakeable experimental  chamber  employing a 500 litre/ 
t o r r  under the gas  load imposed by the beam. 
2 .  2 Omegatron Measuring System 
2. 2. 1 Gauge Volume 
Incorporated in the collimation chamber  is a p r e s s u r e  mea-  
sur ing probe system which may be operated ei ther  as an impact p r e s s u r e  
measuring device or used to  obtain the background p r e s s u r e .  
p r e s s u r e s  are  measured with an  omegatron and a Bayard-Alpert  ionization 
gauge. F igure  2 .  1-a indicates the location of the gauge sys tem.  The por -  
tion of the gauge volume containing the above p r e s s u r e  measuring devices 
is outside the collimation chamber  and is isolated f rom the oil vapour by 
a liquid nitrogen t rap .  
a r e  then due to  those gases  not removed by the t rap ,  often called non- 
condensables. 
tion chamber  is typically 3 x 
These  
P r e s s u r e s  measured  with the Bayard-Alpert  gauge 
The background p r e s s u r e  of noncondensables in  the coll ima- 
t o r r .  
The gauge volume itself  is made ent i re ly  from hel iarc  weld- 
ed s ta inless  steel .  Valve "A" is an Edwards 1 inch diameter  diaphragm 
type valve. It se rves  to isolate the ent i re  gauge volume, including t rap,  
f rom the collimation chamber .  Valve "B", a one inch type L Granville- 
Phill ips bakeable ul t ra  high vacuum valve, s e r v e s  to isolate the important 
gauge components f rom the t rap.  Conflat f langes secu re  the gauge com- 
ponents to  the system. 
components. 
Glass-to-kovar s e a l s  a r e  used on the g lass  
4 
I 
The ent i re  system outside the collimation chamber  can  be 
baked to  45OoC with a portable oven. 
cooling coils.  Extended bakes at  3OO0C with hea ter  tapes  have been found 
adequate when the system is being prepared for operation. When the t r a p  
becomes sufficiently contaminated, valve "B" is closed and the t r a p  baked 
until the contaminants have been dr iven back into the collimation chamber .  
Liquid nitrogen is then replaced and c lean  operation for an extended period 
of t ime  is again real ized.  The magnet for  the omegatron is mounted on a 
positioner and can  be moved out of the way during the bakeout cycle. 
Valve "A" is protected with water 
The Bayard-Alpert gauge e lec t rodes  are outgassed by ohmic 
heating. The omegatron has  been outgassed by R F  induction heating to 
800°C,but this  procedure w a s  not necessary  for  the present  application 
where two gases (argon and helium) widely spaced in the spectrum are  be -  
ing considered. 
A Ba lze r s  IMG-U1 control ler  is used to  operate  the IM-8 
Bayard-Alpert gauge. 
which had been cal ibrated for operation with air s o  that a direct  reading 
in  t o r r  is available. 
gauge has shown this  d i rec t  reading to be quite accurate .  
o ther  than air a r e  being considered,it becomes necessary  to multiply the 
reading on the control ler  by a conversion factor which is the ra t io  of the 
ionization c r o s s  section of the g a s  to be measured  t o  that of the effective 
c r o s s  section of air. 
have been found accurate .  The gauge w a s  found t o  be very useful both as 
a continuous monitor of total  p ressure  changes in the system and as a C a l i -  
brated instrument when only one gas was being used. 
A current  reading is obtained from this cont ro l le r  
Calibration of the upper ranges  againki a Mc  Leod 
When gases  
Conversion factors  provided by the manufacturer 
The signal current  f rom the omegatron was amplified by a 
Keithley 603 e lec t rometer  amplifier.  
by varying the  frequency of the R F  voltage applied to the omegatron, a 
motorized dr ive on the R F  oscil lator coupled with a s t r i p  cha r t  r e c o r d e r  
on the output of the electrometer ,  allows a convenient recording of m a s s  
spec t r a .  
Since the m a s s  spectrum is scanned 
2 . 2 . 2  Probe  Head Assembly 
A photograph of the t ravers ing  probe assembly is shown i n  
A flexible copper hose 3 - 1 / 2  feet long and 1 inch inside dia- Fig.  2 .  2-b. 
m e t e r  connects the main probe body with the gauge volume. The probe it- 
self is at  a fixed distance (46 f 1 / 4  inches) downstream of the sk immer  
orifice,  but can  be moved vertically and horizontally. The horizontal  tra- 
v e r s e  has a maximum displacement of 2 inches and is used mere ly  t o  find 
the cent re  of the beam. The vertical  t raverse ,  on the other hand, has a 
displacement a c r o s s  the  entire collimation chamber .  
dom allows one to obtain the radial distribution of flux for  the individual 
gases  once they have passed through the sk immer .  
is provided with a motor driven face p l a t e .  
This  degree of free- 
The probe body itself  
A thin walled orifice,  0. 120 
5 
inches in diameter, is present  in  the plate. ~n the opened position, a so 
called "flag" prevents the beam molecules f rom passing direct ly  into the 
orifice ar_d so a background p res su re  reading is obtained. In the closed 
position, on the other hand, the orifice Sees the beam molecules plus back- 
ground. A simple subtraction then yields the flux of the beam moiecules 
which is incident on the probe. 
cu les  is then easily obtained. This  simple subtraction techniqJe w a s  found 
to  be quite adequate for  the present measurements ,  but future measure-  
ments  of the velocity distributions involve such a reduction in beam signal 
that a double omegatron system is being constructed.  In such a case ,  the 
background signal wi l l  be electrically subtracted, resul t ing in a la rge  in- 
c r e a s e  in signal-to-noise ra t io .  
The radial  distribution of the beam mole- 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
3 .  1 Source Mass Flow Calibration - 
The F i sche r  and P o r t e r  Tri-flat var iabie  a r e a  flow m e t e r s  
Flows were  measured  directly in a tmos-  
were  calibrated for argon and helium using the water displacement tech- 
nique a t  atmospheric p re s su re .  
pheric  c:c/sec and r e su l t s  are included in F igs .  3 .  1-a and 3. 1-b. Employ- 
ing the equation for the flow of gas  through a supersonic  nozzle (Ref. 8, 
page 139),  a calculation was performed and compared with the experiment- 
ally measured  flow. Correlat ion was within one percent,  suggesting that 
the geometr ical  diameter  of the source  was a t rue  measu re  of the throat  
diameter  of the jet. Consequently, all calculations have been performed 
employing this geometrical  dimension. The present  a r rangement  zllows 
fo r  oven mixtures in  the range . 002 to . 15 mole fraction of argon in  helium. 
3 .  2 Collimation Chamber Mass Flow Calihration 
The HS 32-32, 000 diffusion pump has a different pumping 
speed for argon than fo r  helium. 
tion c r o s s  sections and this had to  be taken into account when omegatron 
readings were  interpreted.  
chamber  was then requi red  f o r  determining the flux through the sk immer  
in normal  operation. 
omegatron (< 
( 2 .  0 to These  were measured  by timing the advance of 
a soap bubble between two points on a cal ibrated sca le .  These  flows were 
then admitted to the collimation chamber  direct ly  and peak height m e a u r e -  
ments  made with the omegatron, thus relating peak heights to  known flows 
f o r  each species.  F igure  3 .  2-a is a peak height v e r s u s  flow calibra.tion 
fo r  argon and Fig. 3. 2-b is for  helium. 
actual  amount of e i ther  gas  passing through the sk immer  can  then be obtain- 
ed. 
the sk immer .  
for  the s t r eam tube which impinges OR the s k i m m e r  opening, s ince the 
A s  wel l ,  the gases  have differerrt ioniza- 
A separa te  calibration fo r  the collimation 
To  remain  within the operating p r e s s u r e  of the 
torr) , i t  was necessary  t o  cal ibrate  very  s m a l l  flows 
a t m  c c l s e c ) .  
F rom these calibration cu rves  the 
This  yields an enrichment factor for the total  g a s  flow passing througn 
This may not necessar i ly  be the actual  enr ichment  fac tor  
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sk immer  itself may influence the flow in front of it appreciably. 
l a rge  sca t t e r  in resu l t s  for helium a t  high flow values is due to the e r r o r  
in  timing the advance of the soap bubble. 
The 
3. 3 Operating Charac te r i s t ics  of the Omegatron 
Curves  of the variation of the omegatron peak height with 
molecular density for both argon and helium a r e  i l lustrated in F igs .  3.3-a, 
3.3-b, 3.3-c and 3.3-d. For the argon there  is no significant departure  
from l inear i ty  until a p re s su re  of about 5 x l o m 5  t o r r  is reached. 
on the other hand, displays a rather  abrupt change at about t o r r .  It 
is believed that this fall-off of cur ren t  a t  high p r e s s u r e s  is due to  a com- 
bination of two effects, the presence of non-resonant ions, and the 
collisions of the ions with neutral molecules as these ions sp i r a l  out to the 
collector.  
papers  on omegatron operation (Refs. 4 and 5). 
ing region for  the omegatron is then below 10-5 t o r r .  
Helium, 
For more  detail, the r eade r  is r e fe r r ed  to one of the original 
The recommended operat-  
The above curves have been found to be very  dependent on 
the potentials assigned to the omegatron electrodes.  
schematic representat ion of the omegatron electrode system and wi l l  aid 
the r e a d e r  in the discussion to follow. Even fo r  argon, depar tures  from 
l inear i ty  a t  relatively low p res su res  have been found to occur when 
optimization of the peak height w a s  not complete. 
out by varying the electrode potentials until a maximum output cu r ren t  for  
the omegatron was obtained. 
to  requi re  a lmost  the same setting fo r  e i ther  the argon o r  helium optimiza- 
tion. 
Figure 3 .3-e  is a 
Optimization was ca r r i ed  
Trap and R F  bias  voltages have been found 
The electron collector potential is a relatively unimportant 
By far the most  controlling of a l l  parameters  has been found to be factor .  
the electron beam current,which is a function of the filament heater  volt- 
age for a constant filament bias. 
e lectron beam cur ren t  affects the peak heights of the argon and helium. 
All other potentials a r e  maintained at the predetermined optimum values. 
To obtain these curves,  the filament bias was maintained a t  -90 volts and 
the heater  voltage var ied to obtain the electron beam curren t .  The ome- 
gatron peak heights for  argon and helium a r e  maximum a t  1 . 4  and 0 .85  
microamps respectively.  It is suggested that the decrease in ion collec- 
tion cu r ren t  a t  large electron beam cur ren t s  is due to the formation of a 
la rge  number of non-resonant ions in the ionizing region. These appre-  
ciably dis turb the e lec t r ic  field l ines,  result ing in  a sma l l e r  number of 
re  sonant ions being collected. 
F igures  3. 3-f and 3. 3-g show how the 
Above 1 microamp of e lectron beam current ,  the effect d i s -  
causes  one gas  species  to be affected by the presence of the 
This effect vanished entirely for cu r ren t s  l e s s  than 
cussed  above 
o ther .  
introduction of argon. 
0 . 6  microamps; consequently all measurements  were taken a t  0 . 5  micro-  
Helium peak heights were decreased by as much a s  2070 upon the 
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amp operation. 
even at 1 microamp opFration. This ma.y be explained by the fact that the 
axial  drift  velocity of the helium ions due to  their  own space charge is 
higher than that for argon, so that helium ions are much less effective in 
changing the collection of argon ions than. vice ve r sa .  
Argon did not display any changes when helium was added, 
The R F  Voltage was found to influence strongly the shape 
of the argon peak. This  control was var ied until a symmetr ic  peak r e -  
sulted over  all pressure  ranges.  
cation of the amount of the species  present;  an integrated curve  was not 
used. 
Peak  heights were  then used as an  indi- 
The omegatron optimization is found to be dependent on the 
This  res i s tance  value of the resis tance between ion collector and ground. 
causes  a change in the potential on the ion col lector  and makes it necessary 
to readjust  t r ap  and bias  voltages. This was done each t ime the res i s tance  
in the Keithley 603 preamplif ier  was changed. 
The best  operating charac te r i s t ics  of the omegatron 
(Electron Technology Inc. ) have been found at the following settings: 
f i lament bias  voltage = -90 volts 
e lectron collector voltage = +18 volts 
t r a p  voltage = +l. 0 volts 
RFvoltage = 7 .  6 volts peak to peak at 1 mcs .  
The R F  bias  control setting, which a ids  in preventing non-resonant ions 
from reaching the collector,  w a s  a l so  optimized. 
3. 4 Flow in Front  of the Skimmer 
Photographs of the flow have been taken employing a glow 
discharge technique. 
a nozzle pressure  r a t io  "Po /Pa"  of 4 x l o 3 .  
culated the location of the Mach disc for the f ree  jet  expansion of a dia- 
tomic gas  at relatively sma l l  values of Po/P,, F igure  3. 4-a is such a n  
expansion showing the formation of a Mach disc  ( P o / P a  = 33. 2):;:. Rothe 
(Ref. 7 )  has  extended this  work to  that of a monatomic gas .  
polation of this  data up to la rge  values of the p r e s s u r e  r a t i q s u c h  as en- 
countered in this work,yields the formation of a Mach disc which is ex- 
t remely  far out from the source.  In the present  situation, the shock 
should appear  a t  a nozzle-skimmer distance (x/do)  of 266.  The physical 
implausibility of s u c h  a statement is made manifest  when one rea l izes  
that on the bas i s  of Woolf's (Ref. 9) extension of the Owen and Thornhill  
F igure  3.4-b shows one such photograph taken with 
Love e t  a1 (Ref. 6 )  have ca l -  
An ext ra -  
X< Due to Rothe 
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(Ref. 10) curve  (Fig. 3 .4-c)  this distance cor responds  t o  an  extremely 
la rge  Mach number (M> 100). Such a la rge  value is not expected, s ince 
at some position in the expansion, the collision frequency will become 
sufficiently low that no fur ther  increase  in Mach number can  occur .  In 
fact, the concept of a Mach number becomes meaningless.  Beyond this 
point, the je t  becomes a purely radial ly  expanding flow of the type suggest-  
ed  by Fig. 3.4-b. 
A measurement  has been made of the total  flow of each 
species corning through the skimmer.  
opened, and the beam "flagged", background p r e s s u r e s  in the collimation 
chamber  are obtained. The conversion from peak height, as measured  
by the omegatron, to  flows, is then accomplished through the use  of F igs .  
3.2-a and 3.2-b. The flow of the gases  f rom the 99% - 170 source  mixture  
is shown as a function of nozzle-skimmer distance i n  Fig.  3. 4-d. A theo- 
rec t ica l  prediction of this  flow can be made assuming isentropic conditions. 
Wi th  the face of the impact probe 
The molecular flow at the throa t  of a supersonic nozzle is 
given by (Ref. 8 )  
r +  1 
( 3 . 4 . 1 )  
Assuming a one dimensional expansion to  a Mach number of 
M1 at the sk immer  entrance,  the total  flow through the sk immer  is given 
by 
I 1  where 
"Al" is the sk immer  area. 
ively of the throat  section. 
A" r ep resen t s  the a r e a  of 
''A*'' 
(3 .4 .2 )  
the flow at the sk immer  position and 
and "Q," are the area and'flow respec t -  
Employing the well-known gas  dynamic relation for  the ra t io  
A,/A one obtains 
(3 .4 .3 )  
F o r  helium gas  at 298'K and at a stagnation p r e s s u r e  of 134 t o r r ,  as used 
in the preser,t work, the relevant quantities a r e :  
no = 4.34 x 1018 molecules/cm3 
a. = 1.013 x l o 5  c m / s e c  
= 1.05 x l o m 3  cm Ad = 1.67 
2 
from which 
- 
Q1 = 4.62 x 1020 M 1  (1 + 0.335 M12) gg(molecules / sec)  
(3 .4 .4 )  
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Using Fig.  3.4-c, the theoretical  flow can then be calculated f o r  the various 
x/do values.  This  curve 
is seen  to  approach the experimental  one at values of x/do g rea t e r  than 20. 
The disagreement at the smal le r  values is believed due to the presence  of 
a ve ry  diffuse shock in f ront  of the sk immer  which prevents it f rom accept- 
ing all of the molecules in  the s t r eam tube defined by the sk immer  orifice.  
A Knudsen number calculation, based on the sk immer  orifice diameter ,  is 
found to  exceed 1 0  for  x/do values of 2 2 . 0  o r  g rea t e r ,  and it is in this  re-  
gion that the theoretical and experimental  curves  a r e  seen  to  come into 
reasonable agreement. 
temperature  viscosity data based on the hard sphere  model of interaction. 
The inadequacy of such a calculation is discussed in section 3 .  6 .  It is not 
possible with the present probe system to obtain sk immer  flows for  x/do 
values g rea t e r  than 25,since it then becomes extremely difficult to d i s -  
tinguish the beam signal f rom the background noise. 
sen t  in  the resul ts  beyond the x/do values of 15, because of this  effect. 
Figure 3. 4;d includes this theoret ical  prediction. 
Mean f r e e  paths have been calculated from room 
Large  sca t t e r  is pre-  
3 .  5 Enrichment in the Expansion P r o c e s s  
The experimental  helium and argon flow cu rves  found in Fig.  
An enrichment factor g' is defined as the ra t io  of the 
If o( represents  the ra t io  of the amount of helium to argon in  the 
3 .4-d  can be used direct ly  to  compute the enrichment in the flow at the 
sk immer  entrance. 
mole percentage of argon measured  in the final flow to that of the original 
mixture .  
source mixture ( o( = 99 for  a 99% - 1% helium-argon mixture)  and w' is 
the ra t io  of the amount of helium to argon passing through the sk immer ,  
then C' = (H+ l)/(o<'t 1) . 
Figure 3. 6-c i l lus t ra tes  the behaviour of the enrichment over  
the x /do  range considered, 
this range, with most of the change occurning 
14. 0.  
that 
collisions in the flow have ceased.  
It displays an  increase  f rom 2. 2 to 4 . 4  over  
in the vicinity of an  x /do  of 
Although enrichments were not obtained for x / d o >  25. 0, it appears  
C' is maximum in the situation where the skimming takes  place a f te r  
Several authors  have investigated the enrichment of a gas  
mixture expanded in a f r ee  jet. 
Fenn (Ref. 11) have a l a r g e r  mole fraction of the heavier  spec ies  than the 
work reported here. Using a s k i m m e r  type probe, the i r  measurements  
show the variation of enrichment with nozzle-skimmer distance, and indi- 
ca te  a pronounced maximum. The nozzle-skimmer distance at which this 
maximum appears  is dependent on the source  p re s su re .  This  maximum 
appears  at nozzle-skimmer distances (x/do values) of approximately 10  and 
6 for  source  p re s su res  of 200 and 50 t o r r  respectively.  In the present  work 
(Fig.  3. 6-c), enrichment is not found to decrease  in  value even up to  as high 
as 25. 0 nozzle diameters.  
mentally impractical  because the beam signal became indistinguishable f rom 
fluctuations in the background noise at x/do values g r e a t e r  than 25.0. 
The source  mixtures  used by Reis  and 
Measurements  beyond th i s  point were  experi-  
The 
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bes t  enrichment reported by Reis (Ref. 11) (using the notation of this  r epor t )  
is 6' = 2 .5  for  a 50 t o r r  source mixture composed of 8070 hydrogen and 2070 
nitrogen. 
Becker,  Bier and Burghoff (Ref. 2) have a l so  repor ted  en- 
r ichments  in the heavier  component gas along the cent re  line of the flow. 
Employing a 97.8% hydrogen and 2.270 argon mixture at a 15 t o r r  source 
pressure ,  they have found an increase in enrichment up to nozzle-skimmer 
dis tances  of six.  Results were not obtained for larger x/do values. 
Chow (Ref. 12) has  reported a n  enrichment in oxygen for  
the flow of air from a supersonic nozzle. The enrichment on the cent re  
l ine was found to inc rease  with distance from the nozzle exit. However, 
enr ichments  were found t o  be present  a c r o s s  the en t i re  flow field, making 
the techniques used in these investigations doubtful (Ref. 13). 
3. 6 The Enrichment Along the Centre  Line 
The molecular flux on the cent re  l ine of the beam has  been 
measured  with the stagnation-static probe assembly.  
ments  a r e  obtained by subtracting the omegatron peak height readings for  
operation in  the opened and closed modes as descr ibed in section 2 . 2 . 2 .  
Respective number densit ies a r e  found from Figs .  3 .3-a  and 3.3-12. The 
assumption of room temperature  conditions in the gauge volume, de te r -  
mines the average velocity "?', The flux from this  volume is then calcu- 
la ted for the equilibrium situation (the flux into the gauge is equivalent to 
the flux out) by the s imple  kinetic theory expression "1 /4  n?'. The orifice 
of the probe is a 0. 120 inch diameter hole in a 0. 001 inch thick tungsten 
foil. 
These  flux measure-  
With the stagnation-static probe assembly  at a fixed distance 
(46 inches) downstream of the sk immer  orifice, the molecular flux a t  the 
cen t r e  line was measured a s  a function of nozzle-skimmer distance. The 
experimental  curves  in  Fig. 3.6-a display the s a m e  general  form for  both 
the argon and the helium. At distances c lose to  the sk immer ,  the relatively 
s m a l l  value of the flux is attributed to a detached shock behind which the 
flow deflects, so that some of the s t r eam tube defined by the sk immer  hole 
is spilled. The gradual increase with nozzle-skimmer distance is a r e su l t  
of the change towards a shock-free condition. 
Kantrowitz and Grey (Ref. 1) and l a t e r  P a r k e r  e t  a1 (Ref. 14) 
have developed an expression for the beam flux through a second col l imator  
downstream of the sk immer .  
cond coll imator in the present  situation. 
The impact  probe orifice is actually this  s e -  
With the assumption that there  a r e  no coll isions a f te r  the 
s k i m m e r  entrance and that continuum conditions ex is t  upstream, then the 
theoret ical  flux is 
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(3 .6.  1) A1 no a0 M1 Ncoll = 
[fi + 3 <  lf -1)M12) 
Where AI is a r e a  of sk immer  orifice (1.05 x c m 2 )  
M1 is Mach number at sk immer  entrance 
'd is rat io  of specific heats (1. 67) 
L is the distance between the sk immer  entrance and the coll imator.  
(117. 0 ? 0 . 5  c m )  
no is the density in the source  (4.34 x 10l8  molecules/cm 3 ) 
a, is the sound speed in the source  (1.013 x l o 5  c m / s e c )  
The f l u x  predicted by equation 3.  6. 1 is included in  Fig. 
3. 6-b where the experimental values obtained a r e  a l so  plotted. 
mental  points a r e  found to  l ie  considerably below the theoretical  prediction. 
This  general  behaviour has  a l so  been found by Deckers  and Fenn (Ref. 15). 
They have described the tendency for  agreement  at the high x/do values as 
being due both to the approach to f r e e  molecular conditions downstream of 
the sk immer ,  and to  the disappearance a t  l a rge  nozzle-skimmer separat ions 
of sk immer  interference such as diffuse shock waves o r  viscous effects. 
F o r  distances close t o  the source,  this  will no longer be t rue  and a la rge  
departure  from the predictions of equation 3. 6 .  1 is expected. 
Experi-  
The enrichment along the cent re  line of the beam in the 
C" = (d + l)/(&"+ 1)where again o( is the ra t io  of the amount 
collimation chamber  can  now be computed from the curves  of Fig. 3.6-a.  
By definition, 
of helium to argon in the source,  but now d i s  the ra t io  of helium to argon 
flux as seen  by a coll imator on the cent re  line of the beam downstream of 
the sk immer .  Results are included in  Fig.  3. 6-c over  the complete range 
of nozzle-skimmer distances studied. An increase  for  l a rge r  x/do values 
is quite evident with the appearance of a sudden change a t  x/do = 8.0.  
comparison of &'and &at the l a r g e r  nozzle-skimmer distances is in  
o r d e r  here .  For x /do  = 24. 0, G?= 2. 16 G" , indicating that there  is a 
relat ive increase  of the argon flux on the cen t r e  line downstream of the 
sk immer .  
A 
More will be said about this  collimation effect in section 3. 8. 
It h a s  been reported by Klingelhofer and Lohse (Ref. 16) 
that a source  mixture of 9970 hydrogen and 170 argon has  lead to  a beam 
composed of 6070 hydrogen and 4070 argon at a col l imator  downstream. In 
the present  beam generation studies,  a 90. 470 helium - 9. 670 argon beam 
has  been measured at the coll imator for the 99% helium - 170 argon source 
mixture.  It is believed that l a rge r  source  stagnation p r e s s u r e s  will lead 
to a bet ter  collimation effect (section 3 . 8 )  and hence to a be t te r  enrichment.  
In the present  system, it was not possible to exceed one atmosphere in  the 
source.  This  limitation is not due to any fa i lure  of the first pumping stage 
in handling the gas load, but is ra the r  a gas  feed problem. A modification 
will be made shortly allowing a more  direct  comparison with the r e su l t s  of 
re ference  13, where stagnation p res su res  of 3. 05 a tmospheres  have been 
employed. 
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Use of a coordinate system moving with the bulk motion of 
the gas  will  lead to a prediction of the Lagrangian mean free path in front 
of the sk immer .  At the various nozzle-skimmer distances,  Mach numbers  
a r e  obtained f rom Fig. 3 . 4 - c ,  and conventional gasdynamic isentropic flow 
tables used to predict the density. 
interaction model between particles then allows one to calculate the La- 
grangian mean f r ee  path ( hL) for the density obtained. These " x,:' 
values are plotted in Fig. 3.6-d. The corresponding Knudsen number 
values, based on the sk immer  diameter, a r e  presented in Fig. 3.6-8. It 
is interesting to note that the s o  called transit ion reginn (lSKy1 S 10) 
appears  between nozzle-skimmer distances of 7 . 2  and 2 2 . 4  respectively. 
This  is a l so  the region over which molecular fluxes and enrichment  fac tors  
undergo their  l a rges t  variation. The shortcomings of such a calculation 
a r e  r e fe r r ed  to  by Reis and Fenn (Ref. 11). 
in such calculations as being due to  the extremely low temperature  of the 
flow a t  the high Mach numbers concerned. 
viscosity-derived collision c ros s  sections based on room temperature  con- 
ditions cease  to be reliable.  The above authors  have made est imates  of 
mean f r ee  paths based on low temperature v ismsi ty  data and have found 
appreciable disagreement  with higher temperature  calculations. 
The a rb i t r a ry  choice of a hard sphere 
They r e f e r  to  the uncertainty 
At such low temperatures ,  the 
With the present probe system, it w a s  not possible to  obtain 
a continuous measurement  of nozzle-skimmer distances g rea t e r  than 28. 0. 
It was purely a mechanical design limitation which made these relatively 
large values difficult to  measure.  A reading was taken a t  an x /do  = 60.7 
and the resultant enrichment factor ( G o )  was found to have the value 8.2.  
The decrease is believed due to the scat ter ing of the beam molecules by 
the background gas between nozzle and sk immer .  The helium and argon 
fluxes a t  this particular station were 3 .  5 9  x 1014 and 3 .  2 x 1013 molecules/  
c m 2  sec  respectively. Both values a r e  a decrease over the values found 
at the higher x/do values of Fig. 3 .  6-a. 
3.  7 The Radial Distribution of the Gas Species in the Region Downstream 
of the Skimmer 
~ 
A study was made of the radial  spatial  distribution of the 
beam flux in both argon and helium by t ravers ing  radially a c r o s s  the beam 
with the probe. 
in section 2. 2. 2 .  
sk immer  distances.  
region where CH has been shown to level out a t  presumably its maximum 
value (x/do = 24.  2). 
argon and 3 . 0 5  inches for the helium. 
that the argon distribution does not fall to  ze ro  a t  large rad ia l  distances.  
An attempt wi l l  be made la te r  to account for this observation. 
Fluxes were measured by the same  method as described 
Two distributions were taken a t  two different nozzle- 
The distribution in figure 3 .  7-a was  taken in the 
The width a t  one half maximum is 1. 4 inches for the 
The reader  will  notice immediately 
A distribution 
sk immer  distance of 9. 07, a 
(Fig. 3. 7-b) was also taken a t  a nozzle- 
value a t  which the grea tes t  changes in G"' a r e  
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being experienced. The flux is l e s s  as predicted by the data of Fig.  3. 6-a. 
Also the distributions become much wider, having a width at half maximum 
of 3 .15  inches for argon and one which is considerably l a r g e r  fo r  the 
helium. 
do not fall to zero  at the large radial  dis tances  off axis .  
of such a r e su l t  w i l l  be discussion in section 3.8.  
It is also apparent that both the argon and helium distributions 
The  implications 
These distributions have been plotted in t e r m s  of the peak 
but conversion to flux in molecules /cm2sec  I t  11 height above background 
can  be made through u s e  o f t h e  expressions included in the figure.  
t e rm "peak height above background" r e f e r s  to  the difference between the 
peak height as measured by the omegatron probe system i n  the "unflagged" 
mode and that measured as background when operated in the "flagged" mode. 
The 
3. 8 Collimation Effect of the Heavier Species when Mixed with the Lighter 
One -
The effect of the helium c a r r i e r  on the rad ia l  distribution 
of argon emanating from the sk immer  was observed by comparing the 
rad ia l  distribution of the s a m e  argon flow ( 0 .  5 atm c c / s e c )  both alone and 
in a 99% helium - 1% argon source mixture.  
the result ing collimation in the argon due to  the presence  of the l ighter 
species .  
to 5. 2 x 1013 molecules/cm2sec upon the addition of the helium. A s  well, 
the width at one half maximum dec reases  from 2. 65 to 1 , 4  inches. The 
la t te r  value represents  an angular spread  of 1 . 7  degrees  measured  at the 
sk immer  orifice.  The above behaviour is qualitatively predicted i f  i t  is 
assumed that, in the initial expansion stage,  the argon suffers  enough 
collisions with the helium to have its par t ic le  velocity r a i sed  to a value 
approaching that of the la t ter .  
en ts  of the argon velocity will be l e s s  effective in making the gas  come off 
axis,  with a much nar rower  distribution resulting. 
Figure 3 .7 -a  demonstrates  
The flux of a rgonan  the cent re  line inc reases  f rom 2. 22  x 1013 
In such a case,the random rad ia l  compon- 
A numerical  integratiop of the flux distributions of f igures  
3 .7 -a  and 3.7-b should yield the total  flow of the gas  coming through the 
sk immer .  When this integration is performed f o r  the helium distribution 
of figure 3. 7-a, a flow is calculated which is 25 percent of that measured  
experimentally f o r  the total flow through the sk immer  (Fig.  3.4-d).  A 
possible explanation is the presence of uniform scat ter ing in the region 
in f ront  of the skimmer,  of the type suggested by Fenn (Ref. 17). Helium 
atoms will suffer  as many collisions into the sk immer  orifice as into 
the region external to  it, with no net change i n  the total  flow into the 
collimation chamber.  However, the molecules sca t te red  into the sk immer  
will be in the form of a very broad beam and the re  is evidence that with 
the present  single omegatron detection system such a s ignal  will not be 
distinquishable from the background. 
signals c lose to  background can account for  the discrepancy, i f  the 
An est imate  of the e r r o r  in reading 
missing" helium atoms are distributed over a la rge  enough area in the I I  
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in the collimation chamber .  
diction between the good agreement with theory in  Fig. 3.4-d and the 
apparent discrepancy in Fig.  3.7-a.  
This explanation could account for  the contra-  
In the a rgon  curves of Figs .  3. 7-a and 3.7-b,  a measurable  
X value (a 0 .5  x amps )  is obtained f o r  rad ia l  dis tances  greater than 
2. 0 inches. It is suggested that this  measurable  flux is a sca t te red  beam 
and that the peaked distribution is a separa te  unscattered addition to it. A 
numerical  integration of the flux under the peaked distribution (Fig. 3.7-a) 
yields the same v z h e  of the flow fo r  50th the mixed m d  pure argon case. 
These  values, however, are 6 and 30 percent respectively of the experi-  
mentally determined values of the flow through the sk immer .  
that the so called "missing" argon atoms are contained in the sca t te red  
beam and that there  is a higher proportion sca t te red  when helium is added 
to the flow. In the pure a rgon  case,  the air and argon background in  front 
of the sk immer  may account for the scatter, while in the mixed case,  the 
helium as well has  an  effect. 
gas  through the sk immer  does not account for  the la rge  amount contained 
in  this  broad beam. 
This  suggests  
Pure ly  effusive flow of the argon background 
It is interesting to  note that a numerical  integration of the 
flux for the argon distribution (mixed flow) of figure 3. 7-b yields the s a m e  
value for the molecular flow as the two argon distributions of figure 3. 7 4 .  
Th i s  calculated flow is 4 percent of the sk immer  flow measured  experi-  
mentally i n  f igure 3.4-d (x/do = 9. 07) .  Therefore ,  an  even l a rge r  per -  
centage of the argon appea r s  in the sca t te red  beam for  sma l l e r  nozzle- 
sk immer  distances,  as might be expected. 
These  explanations must  be  regarded as conjecture only, 
because of the lack of systematic data to cor robora te  them. At present,  
a much more  sensit ive double ornegatron system is being installed to- 
gether  with an  axial  velocity analyser.  It is hoped that a systematic  in- 
vestigation using these techniques can  answ.er the many questions which 
r ema in  concerning the expansion and beam formation processes .  
3 .  9 Analysis of Flux Distribution from Skimmer 
A theoret ical  prediction of the distribution of the g a s  species  
at a fixed distance downstream of the sk immer  can  be obtained by a s sum-  
ing that the molecules which pass  through the sk immer  have a Maxwellian 
velocity distribution function with a superimposed uniform bulk velocity 
(so called "drifting Maxwellian velocity distribution"). However, as al- 
ready  stated in section 3 .4  and qualitatively supported by Fig.  3.4-b,there 
should exist, sufficiently far out from the source,  a region where the flow 
becomes coll isionless and purely effusive (surface AB in Fig.  3. 7-c). 
Beyond this point, there  will be no fur ther  change in the speed ratio,  
s ince in the absence of collisions, neither the most  probable random 
velocity ( temperature)  nor the par t ic le  velocity is changed. If the sk immer  
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is placed in th i s  coll isionless region,and should it be possible to predict  
the speed ra t io  (Mach number)  from studies made in the collimation cham- 
ber ,  then it will be possible to  find the x/do value at which collisions cease.  
The isentropic Mach number prediction will then be employed only up to  this 
x /do  value. Such a speed rat io  determination can  be made from the form of 
the beam fluxes in the collimation chamber,  i f  an axially paral le l  r a t h e r  
than radially expanding bulk velocity is assumed.  
Since the solid angle subtended by the sk immer  from the 
probe measuring position is small ,  the assumption of a point source  at the 
sk immer  entrance will be made. If the expansion were  complete and all 
of the random components removed from the flow at this  point, all of the 
molecules would fall on the cent re  line and there  would essentially be only 
the very sma l l  sk immer  width to the distribution downstream. These r an -  
dom components will cause the gas  to  come off axis,  being vectorially added 
to  the bulk velocity of the flow at the point of skimming. 
The Maxwellian velocity distribution in cylindrical  co0rdina.t- 
e s  and in  the drifting f r ame  of reference can be  writ ten as 
( 3 .  9 . 1 )  
where 
is the molecular density at the sk immer  
is the most  probable random velocity i n  the region at the 
sk immer  entrance C m l  = ( 2  kT i /m) '  
is the tempera ture  at the sk immer  
a r e  the components of the random velocity in the radial  and 
axial directions as shown in Fig.  3 .  9-a 
nl 
c m l  
T1 
V r )  v z  
Denoting the bulk velocity a t  the sk immer  entrance by U1, 
the following expression for  the flow (molecules / sec)  a c r o s s  the plane 
subtended by the cone of half angle 8 is obtained 
where the cylindrical volume element in velocity space is VrdVrd6dVz. 
Following the suggestion of Kantrowitz and Grey  (Ref. l), 
Also, the lower l imit  on l lVzl l  is approximated 
The upper l imit  on "Vrl', the radial  random velocity component, 
fo r  la rge  Mach numbers, the random velocity component "VZI1 is neglect- 
ed  with respec t  to "Ui1 I .  
by -00. 
arises from the fact  that  f rom a point source  at z = 0 only those Vr'S 
which are of magnitude less than that specified by h / L  = Vr/U1 +Vz = t a n  8 
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will fall within the detection region at L. 
the distance of the measuring plane downstream of the s k i m m e r  and h is 
the radial  position off axis.  
In the above expression, "L" is 
So allowing -U1 = -a and U1>>Vz, equation 3 .9 .2  becomes 
. J  
Zd 
J 
0 
which upon integration and substitution of the speed ratio (SI = U1/Cml)  
yields 
(3. 9 .4)  
This  then gives the number of molecules pe r  unit t ime 
crossing the plane at z = L and falling within the cone of half angle 8. 
to find the flux of molecules as measured  by a probe a distance "h" off 
ax is  and at a distance "L" downstream. 
To co r re l a t e  this with what has  been done experimentally, it is necessary  
The number of molecules/sec passing through a r ing  A@ 
wide a t  the rad ia l  distance h off ax is  and at a distance L downstream of 
the sk immer  is (see figure 3.9-b) 
For  sma l l  angles "0" and a probe orifice of radius "a" 
(3 .  9 .5 )  
(3. 9. 6 )  
Equation 3 .  9. 4. is differentiated and multiplied by A8 and the a r e a  
weighting factor r r a 2 / 4 r r a  h". F r o m  pure geometrical  considerations, 
tan8 = h / L  and sec2Q =(h2 + L2)/L2 a r e  a l so  substituted result ing in a flux 
at the probe given by 
(3. 9. 7 )  
L J ~  n l  A: ~ 1 2  [ (h2 + ~ 2 ) +  
Nh  = 
L3 TT 
If the natural  logarithm of both s ides  of Eq. 3. 9. 7 is taken, then the r e -  
sulting equation is 
(3. 9. 8)  
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Thus a plot of the quantity 
logarithmic scale should be l inear  if the assumptions used in the analysis  
a r e  cor rec t .  
f rom the slope.  
= L3 / (h2 + L 2 ) T  . Nh vs  h2 /L2  on a semi -  
In such a case  the speed rat io  S1 can  be determined direct ly  
A calculated Mach number can  then be obtained from the 
relation S = M, although the t e rm Mach number is a meaningless 
concept in a collisionless flow since sound cannot be propogated. The 
only advantage in  converting to Mach number is in attempting to re la te  
this distribution of molecules back to the plane in the expansion up to  
which coll isions have occurred  and a t  which the concept of Mach number 
s t i l l  has  meaning. 
from the figure and conversion to flux (Nh) made, employing the equations 
provided. Figure 3 .  9. -c shows the behaviour of 7 I' for the three  d is -  
tributions given in Fig.  3. 7-a. 
curves  of Fig.  3.9-c have been calculated from a new base line, de te r -  
mined from Fig. 3. 7-a, and equivalent to  0. 5 x amps .  A s  explain- 
ed previously in section 3. 8, the l a r g e r  values of "2' off-axis are  believ- 
ed to  be due to scattering,and consequently the fluxes (Nh) for the argon 
are obtained by subtracting the reading 0. 5 x 10-12 amps  from the Xva lues  
and then proceeding in the normal  fashion as descr ibed above. 
of this  alteration on the l inearity and slope of the curve was smal l .  
Peak  heights above background (X)  were r ead  directly 
The fluxes (Nh values) for  the argon 
The effect 
Calculations were made to determine the behaviour of the 
quantity f for the distributions of Fig. 3. 7-b. The broadness  of these 
distributions compared to those of Fig.  3. 7-a may be due to  self-scat ter-  
ing in the beam downstream of the skimmer,and is considered a r e su l t  of 
the higher beam densities which exis t  at sma l l e r  nozzle - sk immer  sepa ra -  
tions. 
ed in such a case.  
It was found that a non-linear variation of I' p " with (h /L)2  resu l t -  
The variation of " 5  for  the helium from the 99% - 1% 
source mixture (x/do = 24. 2 )  is l inear  over most  of the range and shows 
only a slight curvature for the higher (h /L)2  values.  
tained from the slope of this curve has the value 28. 8. 
variation has  been included for  completeness.  
l inearity for  values of (h /L)2  g rea t e r  than 60  x 
calculated for  this l inear  region is 37.4.  
A Mach number ob- 
The argon "1 "
It shows a departure  f rom 
and the Mach number 
Before attempting any comparisons of the above r e su l t s  
with isentropic predictions, one par t icular  aspect  of the above theoret ical  
analysis should be considered. A sk immer  looking into the flow at a dis-  
tance far enough downstream to put it in the coll isionless region will see  
the hypothetical surface A B  (actually a region) at which coll isions effectively 
cease .  
isotropic point sources  as schematically represented  in Figs. 3. 9-d and 
3. 9-e. 
analysis.  , A  plane AB (Fig.  3. 9-d) is considered to  exist  upstream of the 
This  sur face  will represent  the origin of an infinite number of noc- 
Consider first the ideal situation a s sumed  in the above theoret ical  
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. 
sk immer .  
axes  para l le l  to one another.  A point P on axis wi l l  s e e  the maximum of 
the distribution at r but a point Pl off axis  will s e e  the s ide of the d is t r i -  
bution located at r ' .  This  will mean a decrease  of the flux at the station 
z = L downstream, when moving outwards from P to P ' .  
result ing is predicted by the analysis above. 
Consequently,all f lux distributions on th i s  plane will have the i r  
The distribution 
In the actual  situation, however, the surface at which these  
sou rces  are located is curved (see Fig. 3 .  9-c), i. e. the flow is radially 
expanding. Since the distribution at ri is now inclined f rom the axis rP, 
the point Pa sees a s m a l l e r  flux than in the ideal situation. The r e su l t  is 
a distribution at z = L which falls off more  rapidly. 
In )" vs  (h/L)2,  this  will mean a more  rapid rad ia l  dec rease  of the form-  
e r ,  since ? is proportional to  Nh (the flux at a distance h off axis) .  
the slope gives the speed rat io  (Mach number),  then the net resu l t  is an 
apparent Mach number l a r g e r  than that actually existing at the plane at 
which the collisions cease .  The effect is most  s eve re  for  expansions to 
high Mach numbers,since then the flux distribution wi l l  be extremely 
narrow and the angle of inclination of the distribution to rP most  controll-  
ing. The effect is even grea te r  as the sk immer  is moved fur ther  down- 
s t r eam,  since in such a case, the point P wi l l  be looking at a distribution 
fur ther  displaced from rP along the curve AB and fur ther  inclined to  the 
axis .  The qualitative arguments,  as presented above, a r e  supported by 
the data obtained from Fig.  3 .  9-c. 
calculated to  be 28. 8 and shows close agreement  with Woolf's (Fig.  3 .  4-c)  
isentropic prediction of 27.  3. This  s e e m s  to  suggest that  the sk immer  is 
located a t  a point c lose to  the region o r  plane in the expansion at which 
coll isions cease  (x/do = 24. 2). Although the helium considered here  was 
mixed with argon in the amount 99% - 170, the effect of the argon is com- 
pletely neglected and the flow treated as if it were pure helium. 
stagnation p res su re  for  helium w a s  134 torr, and assuming isentropic ex- 
pansion to a Mach number of 2 7 . 3  (the theoret ical  value), one can calcu- 
la te  the tempera ture  of the flow to be 1. 19'K. 
In the plot of 
Since 
The Mach number f o r  helium w a s  
The source  
b 
Arbi t ra r i ly  choosing the hard  sphere  model of radius  1 .09A,  
corresponding to room temperature  viscosity data, the Lagrangian mean 
f r e e  path can  be immediately obtained from Fig.  3 .  6-d. The result is a 
mean f r e e  path of 0.42 cm for the flow a t  the position where the Mach num- 
b e r  w a s  2 7 . 3  and x/do = 24. 2 .  The corresponding Euler ian mean free path 
( r e fe r r ed  to  the laboratory coordinate sys tem)  can be obtained from the 
equation 
( 3 .  9. 9) 
where 
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is the Euler ian mean f r ee  path at  the sk immer  
is the Lagrangian mean f r ee  path at the sk immer  
XIE 
x 1 ~  
is the particle velocity for the helium at the sk immer  UIHe 
CIHe is the mean random velocity of the helium at the sk immer  
- 
‘rf is the ra t io  of specific heats 
M1 is the isentropic Mach number at the sk immer  
Employing Eq. 3 .  9. 9, the Euler ian mean f r e e  path for the helium (x/do = 
24. 2) is found to be 10. 6 c m .  
in itself,and if  the density of the beam is considered to decrease  as the 
square  of the distance from the sk immer  (a real is t ic  assumption), then 
one can  conclude that helium -helium collisions are  negligible between 
sk immer  and collimator. 
This  represents  a s m a l l  collision frequency 
Using the same  approach as above, the respective mean 
f r e e  paths for argon-argon collisions in the mixed flow at  the same  nozzle- 
sk immer  distance a r e  X ~ L  = 9. 9 cm and x 1 ~  = 300 cm,  suggesting that 
argon-argon collisions are not a consideration in the present  sys tem.  
All beam analyses  to  date, including the one reported in  this  
section, have assumed f r ee  molecular flow conditions downstream of the 
sk immer .  It would appear,  from the narrowness  of the measured  rad ia l  
flux distribution taken at x /do  = 24. 2,  that collisions downstream of the 
sk immer  a r e  unimportant, as suggested by the a rb i t ra r i ly  calcula.ted f r e e  
paths, and that the effective increase in collision radius  of the molecules 
at the very  low temperatures  has  not had an  important effect on the final 
beam. 
The Mach number for the pure argon flow, obtained from 
Fig. 3 .  9-c,  is larger  than the value of 27.  3 predicted by figure 3 .  4rc .  
The value of 3 7 . 4  can  be qualitatively accounted fo r  by the arguments  p re -  
sented above. Since the source  stagnation p res su re  fo r  the argon is only 
5 t o r r ,  then the collisionless region appears  much fur ther  upstream than 
f o r  the helium. 
isentropic prediction since the distribution at z = L is affected more  by the 
curvature  of the collisionless surface.  
The apparent Mach number then should be l a r g e r  than the 
The calculated Mach number of the argon in  the argon- 
helium mixture is 62. 5. In this  situation, the argon cannot be considered 
as a singly expanding spec ies .  Collisions with the much m o r e  abundant 
helium w i l l  have the effect of increasing the a rgon  bulk velocity toward the 
value consistent with the mean molecular weight of the mixture,  as dis-  
cussed in section 3 .  8. It is interesting to perform the following calculation. 
In the absence of s l ip  between the argon and helium gases ,  the argon should 
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at ta in  the s a m e  temperature  and par t ic le  velocity as the helium at the 
s k i m m e r  entrance.  
value 24. 2 is then used with the tempera ture  (1. 19OK) at this  point to 
calculate the bulk velocity of the mixture,  treating it as pure helium since 
the effect of the 1 mole 70 argon is smal l .  With the assumption of expan- 
s ion to the same  tempera ture  and s a m e  bulk velocity, it is then possible 
to calculate the Mach number of the a rgon  in  the mixture.  
t ion yields  a Mach number of magnitude 8 6 .  7. 
value of 62. 5 calculated from the experimental  resu l t s .  One possible ex- 
planation is that the assumption of "no slip" is not a valid one and that the 
a rgon  does fall behind the helium in  the expansion. 
that  all these Mach numbers  are unrealist ically high because of the radial  
expansion of the free molecular flow discussed e a r l i e r .  
cussion is qualitative only and mere ly  suggestive of what might be occur r -  
ing in the flow upstream of the sk immer .  
The isentropic Mach number (M = 27. 3) at the x/do 
Such a calcula- 
This is g rea t e r  than the 
However, it is felt 
The above dis- 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
An enrichment of the heavier species  in binary gas  mixtures  
on the cent re  line of the flow upstream of the sk immer  has been described 
by Becker  e t  a1 (Ref. 2)  and Reiss and Fenn (Ref. 11). Such an enrichment 
has been found in the present  studies. The total amount of argon passing 
through the sk immer  represents  a four fold increase  over  that present  in 
the source  mixture (99  mole 70 helium, 1 mole 70 argon).  
An increase in flux of the argon on the cent re  line of the 
beam has been found when helium is added to  the flow. 
the light and heavy species  in  the init ial  s tages  of expansion are believed 
to be the cause of this collimation effect. 
Collisions between 
With the completion of the present  study, it is now apparent 
that  the seeding technique of Ref. 2 is pract ical  fo r  the generation of a high 
energy beam in argon. 
been achieved leading to a higher bulk velocity of the argon. 
flux of the argon (5 x 1013 molecules/cm2sec)  was high enough to allow 
s imple  differential detection techniques to  be employed. 
Indications a r e  that a high Mach number flow has 
As well, the 
An undesirable aspect  of the present r e su l t s  was the 
At the expense of 
relatively impure beam that was obtained. 
cen t re  line was still about ten  t imes  that of the argon. 
increased argon in the source  mixture with the attendant drop in final attain- 
able velocity, this separat ion could be improved upon considerably. How- 
eve r ,  the fact that s l ip  may be present  between the gases  may make it 
possible to discr iminate  against the helium through the use of a rotating 
velocity selector .  
p r e s s u r e s  and tempera tures  should lead to  bet ter  enr ichments .  
The helium beam flux on the 
Also, it is believed that studies at much higher source  
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